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UNITED STATES 
Patented December 1, 1908. 

PATENT OFFICE. 

IEWIS M, ELLIS, OF CONNERSVILLE, INDIANA. 

WND NSTRUMEN 

SFECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 745,804, dated December 1, 1903. 
Application filed August 8, 1901, Serial No. 71,306, (No model.) 

To all tuhon, it nucly conce; 7. 
Be it known that I, LEWIS M. ELLIS, a citi 

Zen of the United States, residing at Conners 
ville, in the county of Fayette and State of 
Indiana, have invented a new and useful Wind 
Instrument, of which the following is a speci 
fication. 
My invention relates to an improvement in 

the key mechanism of wind instruments 
such as clarinets, flutes, saxophones, oboes, 
bassoons, &c. 
The object of my invention is to so con 

struct the key mechanism as not to interfere 
with the present system of fingering, yet at 
the same time to make possible certain nec 
essary and desirable combinations not here 
tofore Ordinarily accomplishable. 
The accompanying drawings illustrate my 

invention as applied to the clarinet. 
Figure 1 shows an elevation of the lower 

half of the main stem of a clarinet, the bell 
being omitted. Fig. 2 is a plan of the upper 
end at a slight angle to the view shown in 
Fig. I, the mouthpiece being omitted. Fig. 
3 is an under plan of the keys of the upper 
end. Fig. 4 is a side elevation thereof. Fig. 
5 is an inverted detail. Fig. 6 is a horizontal 
sectional detail of most of the keys shown in 
Fig. 1. Fig. 7 is a similar detail of most of 
the keys shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 8 is a sectional 
detail of the parts shown in Fig. 5. Figs. 9 
and 10 illustrate musical passages which can 
be more conveniently produced by my appa 
ratus than by construction heretofore made. 
The body of the instrumentis provided with 

the usual holes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23 
and also with a hole (not shown) in transverse 
line with hole 9 and covered by a cover-key 
10'. Between holes 15 and 17 I also provide 
the usual hole, (not shown,) covered by the 
usual hole-cover key 16'. Holes 1 2 3 4 5 and 
those covered by covers 10", 16, and 22' are 
normally closed by their respective covers. 
Holes 6, 8, 11, 13, and 15 are closed by the 
fingers, and when the said holes are closed 
holes 7, 9, 12, and 14 are also closed by their 
respective covers by the action of the fingers 
On the respective ring-keys surrounding the 
holes 6, 8, 11, 13, and 15. Holes 17, 18, 19, 
20, 21, and 23 are normally open. Hole 1 is 
covered by hole-cover 1", the lever of which 

is carried around beneath the instrument in 
the usual manner to a position to be operated 
by the thumb of the left hand. Hole 2 is cov 
ered by a hole-cover 2", which is carried by a 
shaft 2', pivoted between standards 25 and 
26, parallel to the body of the instrument. 
Shaft. 2' is provided at its lower end with a 
finger-piece 2', which lies in position to be 
operated by the knuckle of the forefinger of 
the right hand. Mounted between standards 
25 and 26 and extending beyond 26 to a stand 
ard 27 is a shaft 28. Rotatable upon shaft 
28 is a sleeve 29, which carries a hole-cover 
3' for the hole 3. Secured to the lower end 
of sleeve 29 is a bridge 30, which straddles 
a sleeve 31, revoluble upon shaft 28, imme 
diately below sleeve 29 and beneath bridge 30. 
Bridge 30 is provided at its lower end with a 
portion 32, sleeved upon shaft 28 and to which 
is secured a finger 33, which lies somewhat be 
neath a finger 34, carried by a sleeve 35, ro 
tatably mounted upon shaft 28 immediately 
below sleeve 31. Secured to sleeve 31 is a 
bar 36, which extends downward parallel 
with shaft 28 and is provided at its lower 
end with a finger-piece 3', which lies imme 
diately under finger 2'. Secured to sleeve 
35 is a ring-key 6', which lies adjacent hole 
6 and is provided with a tail 6', which passes 
beneath a hole-cover 7, arranged to close 
hole 7. Rota tably mounted upon shaft 2S, 
immediately below sleeve 35, is a sleeve 37, 
to which is secured a bar 38, which passes 
downward parallel with the body of the in 
strument and is provided at its lower end 
with a finger-piece 39, which lies beneath 
and slightly below the finger-pieces 2" and 
3". Bar 3S is supported at its lower end by 
a sleeve 40, rotatable upon shaft, 28. Rotata 
ably mounted upon shaft 28 immediately be 
low sleeve 37, is a sleeve 41, which carries the 
hole-cover 7. Below sleeve 41 is a sleeve 42, 
Which carries a ring-key 8', arranged adja 
cent hole S. Secured to sleeve 42 is a finger 
43, which lies beneath a finger 44, carried by 
a hole-cover 9', arranged to close hole 9, the 
said hole-cover being carried by a sleeve 45, ro 
tatably mounted upon shaft, 28 below sleeve 
42. Also secured to sleeve 45 is a ring-key 11", 
arranged adjacent hole 11. 
Arranged upon the body of the instru 

ment adjacent holes 12 and 13 is a pair of 
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standards 46, which support a shaft 47, upon sleeve swung upon its shaft. 
which is sleeved a pair of sleeves 4S and 49. 
Secured to sleeve 48 is an arm 4S, which lies 
immediately beneath and is engaged by a 
tail 50, carried by a finger-piece 51, pivoted 
upon the lower end of shaft 28. Secured to 
sleeve 49 is a hole - cover 12' and ring - key 
13. Supported in standards 52 is a shaft 53. 
Rotatable upon said shaft is a sleeve 54, 
carrying hole-cover 14, ring-key 15', and a 
lug 55. Mounted upon shaft 53, below sleeve 
54, is a sleeve 56, which carries hole-cover 17. 
Sleeve 56 also carries a lug 57, which passes 
beneath the lug 55, of any usual Well-known 
form, by means Of Which connection be 
tween sleeves 55 and 56 may be accurately 
adjusted. Sleeve 56 also carries at its lower 
end an adjusting-lug 58. Below sleeve 50 
upon shaft 53 is a sleeve 59, which carries 
hole-cover 20', a lug 60, which passes be 
neath lug 58, and a lug 61. Below sleeve 59 
upon shaft 53 is a sleeve 62, which carries 
hole-cover 23, a lug 63, which lies beneath 
lug 61, and a tail 64, which is adapted to 
be engaged by a long key 65, the upper end 
of which is carried up in position to be en 
gaged by the little finger of the left hand 
and is provided with a tail 66, which lies 
above and is adapted to engage alm 4S. 
Hole 22 is covered by a hole-cover 22", which 
is operated by a long key 67, which is brought 
into position to be engaged by the little fin 
ger of the left hand in the usual manner. 
Key 67 is, however, provided with a tail 68, 
which lies immediately above and is adapted 
to engage arm 48. Parallel with shaft 53 is 
a shaft 69, which is supported in standards 
70. Mounted upon shaft, 69 is a key 71, which 
carries hole - cover 19'. The stem of hole 
cover 17' passes beneath shaft 69, and the 
hole-cover is engaged by a ?inger-piece 72, 
which is carried by a sleeve 73, rotatable upon 
the upper end of the shaft 69. Secured to 
sleeve 73 is a bridge 74, which passes over 
the key 71 and at its lower end is secured to 
the hole-cover 18', which is sleeved upon shaft 
69. Rotatable upon the lower end of shaft 
69 is a sleeve 75, which carries hole-cover 21", 
a finger 76 brought adjacent key 71, and a lug 
77, which lies above and is adapted to engage 
hole-cover 20'. The hole-covers 14, 17, 18', 
20', 21, and 23' and ring-key 15' are held nor 
mally up by the usual arrangement of springs 
engaging the respective sleeves to which said 
hole-covers and ling-key are Secured. 

Referring now to Fig. 5, projecting from 
the under side of sleeve 4S is a lug 4S', and 
projecting from sleeve 49 adjacent lug 4S' is 
a lug 49'. Secured to one of standards 46 is 
a spring 49', which engages both lugs 48' and 
49'. Secured to sleeve 4S is one end of a 
spring 48", the end of which engages both 
lugs 49' and 48' upon the side opposite to that 
engaged by the spring 49'. By this arrange 
ment it will be noticed that upon depressing 
either one of finger - keys 51, 65, or 67 arm 
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The strength 
and arrangement of spring 49' is Such as to 
normally hold down the hole - cover 12' and 
ring-key 13'; but when the sleeve 4S is swung, 
as described, spring 49' is deflected by the 
lug 4S' and spring 4S' operates to Swing 
sleeve 49, so as to withdraw from their re 
spective holes the hole-covers and ring-key. 
If this movement has been produced by key 
65 and it is desired to retain the effect pro 
duced consequent upon the depression of 
hole-covers 14, 17, 20', and 23 and yet pro 
duce the effect consequent upon the closing 
of hole 13 with the finger and the consequent 
closing of hole 12 with the hole-cover 12", the 
result may be accomplished by pressing the 
first ?inger of the right hand on ring-key 13', 
sleeve 49 being thus swung upon its shaft, SO 
as to depress hole-cover 12' and spring 48", 
serving to return the parts to raised position 
immediately upon the release of the ring-key 
13'. It is to be noticed in this connection that 
the result is accomplished not by a difference 
in strength of the two springs 48" and 49", 
but instead by reason of the fact that one of 
the springs is carried by one of the sleeves 
and that the Springs Overlap on opposite sides 
of the lugs. Herein lies what i conceive to 
be one of the fundamental features of my in 
vention, and this mechanism is reproduced in 
several parts now to be described. It is not 
absolutely necessary that each spring engage 
both lugs; but such an arrangement is advis 
able, as a better balance and set of the parts 
Inay be maintained. 
Projecting from sleeve 45 is a lug 45', which 

is engaged by the free end of a spring 78, 
which is secured to the lug 43, carried by 
sleeve 42. Said lug 43 is engaged by the free 
end of a spring 79, which is secured to an in 
termediate standard S0, through which the 
shaft 28 is passed. Sleeve 42 carries an ad 
justing-lug S1, which passes beneath a lug S2, 
carried by the sleeve 41. (See Fig. 3.) Pro 
jecting from the under side of sleeve 41 is a 
lug 83, adjacent to which is a lug S1, which 
projects from the under side of the sleeve 37. 
Sleeve 37 is also provided with a lug S5, to 
which is attached a spling S6, the free end of 
which engages lug S4 and lies in line with lug 
S3. The opposite sides of lugs S3 and 84 are 
engaged by the free end of a spring 87, which 
is secured to a lug 87', projecting from the 
under side of sleeve 35. Said lug S7 is en 
gaged by the free end of a spring SS, which 
is secured to One of the intermediate Stand 
aids 80. Projecting from about the middle 
of sleeve 31 is a lug S9, to which is secured a 
Spring 90, the free end of said spring engag 
ing lugs 91 and 92, which project from adja 
cent ends of sleeves 31 and 29, respectively. 
The opposite sides of Said lugs 91 and 92 are 
engaged by the free end of a spring 93, which 
is secured to standard 25. Secured to Stand 
ard 25 is a second spring 94, the free end of 
which engages a lug 95, carried by the shaft 

48 of sleeve 48 will be engaged and said 2' and so arranged as to normally hold hole 
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cover 2' down over its hole. 
ries an arm 96, which is projected beneath. 
shaft 2', so that when said shaft is thrown 
downward it will engage said arm 96 to swing 
sleeve 42. - 

Spring 93 engages lugs 92 and 91 upon the 
proper side to normally hold hole - cover 3' 
over its hole 3 and to hold the finger-piece 3' 
up. Spring 88 engages lug 87 upon the proper 
side to raise ring-key 6', which, by reason of 
its tail 6', also operates to raise hole-cover 7. 
Spring S7 engages lug 83 upon the proper side 
to hold hole-cover 7 in engagement with tail 
6'. Spring 86 rests against lug 84 and pro 
jects into the path of lug S3; but sufficient 
space is left between the lug 83 and the spring 
to allow the depression of hole - cover 7 to 
closed position before lug 83 comes into con 
tact with Said Spring. Spring 79 engages lug 
43 on the side proper to normally raise ring 
key 8, thus resulting through lugs 43 and 44 
in the normally raised position of the hole 
cover 9' and the ring-key 11". Spring 78, 
Which is secured to lug 43, engages lug 45' 
On the side proper to maintain lug 44 in en 
gagement With lug 43. By this arrangement 
a depression of either of ring-keys 11 or S' 
will result in a depression of hole-covers 7 
and 9'. If ring-key 8 has been depressed 
and ring-key ll' is left free, however, hole 
cover 9" may be raised by depressing key 39, 
the rod 36 thereof engaging tail 96, which 
projects from the side of sleeve 45. The 
hole-cover 9 may also be raised when it has 
been first depressed by a depression of ring 
key 8 by a depression of either of finger 
keys 2' or 3', the said keys lying in succes 
sion over the finger-key 39. The arrange 
ment of springs is also such that a depression 
of ring-key 6' will cause a depression of hole 
cover 7; but said hole - cover may be then 
raised by a depression of finger-key 39 or 
either of the keys 2' or 3' immediately there 
OWe. 

The mechanism described as applied to a 
clarinet does not change in any way the pres 
ent System of fingering of the two or four ring 
Buffet system clarinet, but gives many new 
and desirable fingerings for securing different 
tones, some of which have been very difficult 
With the present system and have required 
long and tiresome practice before they could 
be successfully accomplished. Other sys 
tems of fingering have been devised to over 
come or make possible such difficult combi 
nations; but such systems have required the 
player to learn new fingerings before he could 
use the instrument at all. In the present 
case my instrument is capable of producing 
the required tones in the usual and regular 
Ways now common in clarinets or other sini 
lar instruments, but in addition makes pos 
sible new fingerings which may be added by 
the player from time to time as opportunity 
is afforded. 

It will be noticed that as each tone-hole in 
the left hand is opened those immediately 

as 

Sleeve 42 car below it are open, thus giving a perfectly free 
exit, and consequently full and pure tones 
free from that choked quality which has here 
tofore been common in instruments of this 
class. This opening of the tone-holes in the 
left hand also permits perfect tuning to each 
other and to the fork-tones’ in a manner 
notheretofore possible with the ordinary sys 
tem. 
By the arrangement of connections be 

tween the keys described many new finger 
ings are possible, chief among which are the 
following: A-natural can be made in the regul 
lar way with the Aa key 4', also by pressing 
3' with the thumb-hole (not shown) closed. 
B-flat can be made with As key 4' and thumb 
key l', with 3' and the thumb-key 1', with 
4 and 3', with key 2'. B can be made in 
the regular way with all fingers down and 
thumb-key 1' Open or with keys A, 4' and 
2", with 2' and thumb-key 1", or with As 
key 4, 3' and thumb-key l'. C can be made 
in the regular way or with Aa key 4', 2' and 
thumb-key 1. C-sharp can be made in the 
two usual ways as in fifteen-key instrument. 
D-sharp can be made three ways-by open 
ing key D. 19', by holding first, second, and 
fourth fingers of right hand down and rais 
ing third of right, or by holding first and sec 
ond of right hand down and fourth (key 65) 
of left hand. The advantage of this improve 
ment in passages like the passage illustrated 
in Fig. 9 can be appreciated. F-natural of 
the second Octave can be made in four ways 
by opening key 16', by holding down first 
and third of right hand and raising second, 
by holding down first and fourth of right hand, 
and by holding down first of right hand and 
fourth of left. G-sharp of the second octave 
can be made in four ways-by pressing G3 
key 51, Bb key 65, or C key 67, or by raising 
third finger of left hand and closing first and 
second of right. A-sharp of the Second Octave 
can be made in four WayS-by opening key 
A: key 10, by pressing key 39 or key 3', and 
by closing first and third of left hand and 
raising second. C-natural of the second oc 
tave can be made in three ways-by pressing 
key 39 or key 3' or by raising first of left 
hand and closing second. The advantage of 
the mechanism for producing G-sharp of the 
Second octave can be appreciated in passages 
like that shown in Fig. 10. 
The chromatic scale may be produced on 

applicant's instrument both by opening the 
holes successively and also by cross-fingering. 

I claim as my invention 
1. In a wind instrument, the combination 

of a pair of rotatable sleeves, a lug project 
ing from each sleeve, a spring carried by one 
sleeve and engaging the lug of the other 
sleeve, and a second spring acting in the Op 
posite direction to the first spring and en 
gaging the lug of the first-mentioned sleeve. 

2. In a wind instrument, the Combination 
of a sleeve, one or more keys adapted to ro 
tate the said sleeve, a combined ring-key and 
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hole-cover, a spring connection between said 
sleeve and the combined ring-key and hole 
cover, and means engaging both the sleeve 
and the combined ring-key and hole-cover 
for yieldingly holding the two parts in nor 
mal positions. 

3. In a Wind instrument, the combination 
of a pair of movable sleeves, a spring carried 
by a Stationary support and engaging both of 
said sleeves in one direction, and a second 
Spring carried by one of said sleeves and en 
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gaging the other sleeve in a direction oppo 
site to the direction of the first spring. 

4. In a wind instrument, the combination 
of a pair of movable sleeves, a spring carried 
by one of said sleeves and engaging the other, 
and a second spring carried by a stationary 
Support and engaging the sleeve engaged by 
the first spring but in opposition to said first 
Spring. 

5. In a wind instrument, the combination 
of an Operating-sleeve, a combined ring-key 
and hole-cover, a spring carried by said sleeve 
and engaging the combined ring-key and hole 
cover, and a spring carried by a stationary 
Support and engaging the combined ring-key 
and hole-cover in opposition to the first spring. 

6. In a wind instrument, the combination 
of a combined ring-key and hole-cover, a 
second ring-key, means for yieldingly hold 
ing the combined ring-key and hole-cover in 
engagement with the second ring-key, and 
means for independently operating the com 
bined ring-key and hole-cover in opposition 
to said yielding means. 

7. In a wind instrument, the combination 
Of a combined ring-key and hole-cover, a 
Second ring-key, interacting parts, engaging. 
in One direction only, carried by the said two 
parts, a Spring carried by the second ring 
key and engaging the combined ring - key 
and hole-cover to hold said interacting parts 
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together, and means for independently mov 
ing the combined ring-key and hole-cover in 
the opposite direction. 

8. In a wind instrument, the combination 
of a combined ring-key and hole-cover, a 
Second ring-key, a pair of interacting lugs 
carried by said two parts and operable in one 
direction only, a spring carried by the ring 
key and engaging the combined ring-key and 
hole-cover so as to hold the said lugs together, 
and a spring carried by a stationary support 
and engaging the ring-key. 

9. In a wind instrument, the combination 
of a ring-key, a hole-cover, intermediate con 
nections acting in one direction only between 
said ring-key and hole-cover, a second ring 
key, intermediate connections acting in one 
direction only between said second ring-key 
and the hole-cover, means for normally hold 
ing together the said intermediate connec 
tions between the first ring-key and the hole 
Cover, and between the second ring-key and 
the hole - cover, and means for independ 
ently operating the hole-cover. 

10. In a wind instrument the combination 

745,804 

of a normally raised ring-key, a normally 
raised hole-cover, a pair of lugs carried one 
by each of said parts and acting in a direc 
tion to close the hole-cover upon a depression 
of the ring - key, a second normally raised 
ring-key, intermediate connections between 
said second ring-key and the hole-cover to 
normally raise the hole-cover, yielding means 
holding the hole-cover in engagement with 
both ring-keys, whereby the hole-cover will 
be closed upon a depression of either ring 
key, and means independent of the ring-keys 
for raising the hole-cover. 

11. In a wind instrument, a ring-key, a 
spring normally raising said ring-key, a Sec 
ond ring-key, a Spring normally raising said 
second ring-key, a hole-cover mounted be 
tween the two ring-keys, intermediate sepa 
rable connections between the Second ring 
key and the hole-cover for normally raising 
the hole-cover, intermediate Separable con 
nections between the first ring-key and the 
hole-cover whereby a depression of said first 
ring-key will depress the hole-cover, and a 
spring carried by the second ring-key and 
engaging the hole-cover and yieldingly hold 
ing the hole-cover in engagement with said 
second ring-key. 

12. In a wind instrument, a combined ring 
key and hole-cover a second ring-key, a Sec 
ond hole-cover, intermediate separable con 
nections between the combined ring-key and 
hole-cover and the second ring-key, means for 
yieldingly holding said connections together 
whereby a depression of either ring-key will 
cause a depression of the second hole-cover, 
means for raising the combined ring-key alld 
hole-cover independent of the second ring-key 
and second hole-cover, intermediate Sepa 
rable connections between the Second ring 
key and the second hole-cover whereby a de 
pression of said second ring-key will depress 
the second hole-cover, a third ring-key, inter 
mediate separable connections between said 
third ring-key and the second hole-cover, 
means for yieldingly holding said connections 
together whereby a depression of the said 
third ring-key will cause a depression of 
said second hole-cover, and means indepen 
dent of the said third ring-key for raising Said 
hole-cover. 

13. In a wind instrument, the combination 
of a normally raised combined ring-key and 
hole-cover, a normally raised Second ring-key, 
a pair of coacting lugs carried one by each of 
said parts, a spring carried by the Second 
ring-key and engaging the combined ring-key 
and hole-cover to hold said lugs in normal en 
gagement, a second hole-cover, intermediate 
connections acting in one direction only be 
tween the second ring-key and the Second 
hole-cover, a third normally raised ring-key, 
intermediate connections acting in One direc 
tion only between said third ring-key and the 
second hole-cover for normally raising the 
second hole-cover, a third hole-COver, means 
for normally holding said third hole-cover 
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closed, a finger-key for raising said third hole 
cover, a pair of normally separated lugs one 
carried by the third ring-key and the other 
by the third hole-cover, and a spring connec 
tion between said last-mentioned finger-key 
and the third hole-cover, whereby the third 
hole-cover may be depressed by a depression 
of the third ring-key when the said finger-key 
is held depressed. 

14. In a wind instrument, the combination 
of a normally raised ring-key, a normally 
closed hole-cover, an independently-movable 
finger-key, intermediate normally separated 
connections operable in one direction only 
between said ring-key and hole-cover, a spling 
carried by the finger-key and engaging the 
hole-cover, and a spring carried by a station 
ary support and engaging the hole-cover and 
finger-key in a direction opposite to the first 
mentioned Spring. 

15. In a wind instrument, the combination 
of a normally raised combined ring-key and 
hole-cover, a normally raised second ring-key, 
a pair of lugs carried by said parts, a spring 
carried by the second ring-key and engaging 
the combined ring-key and hole-cover to hold 
the said lugs in normal engagement, a spring 
carried by a stationary Support and engaging 
the said second ring-key so as to normally 
raise the same, a second hole-cover, a pair 
of coöperating lugs carried one by the second 
ring-key and one by the second hole-cover in 
position to cause a depression of the second 
hole-cover upon a depression of the second 
ring-key, a finger-key, a tail carried by the 
combined ring-key and hole-cover adapted to 
be engaged by said finger-key, a spring car 
ried by said finger-key and arranged to be 

5 

brought into engagement with the second 
hole-cover, a third ring-key, a spring carried 
by said ring-key and arranged to engage the 
second hole-cover in opposition to the finger 
key spring, a portion of the third ring-key 
projected beneath the second hole-cover, a 
third hole-cover, a spring carried by a sta 
tionary support and engaging said third hole 
cover to normally close the same, a second 
finger - key also engaged by said last-men 
tioned spring, a spring carried by Said second 
finger-key and engaging the said third hole 
cover in opposition to the before-mentioned 
spring, and a pair of normally separated lugs 
carried one by the third hole-cover and the 
other by the third ring-key whereby, after an 
elevation of the third hole-cover by means of 
the second finger-key, the said third hole 
cover may be depressed by a depression of 
the third ring-key. 

16. In a wind instrument, the combination 
of a hole-cover, an independently-movable 
finger-key, an independently-movable ring 
key, said ring-key engaging the hole-cover in 
one direction only, a spring carried by a sta 
tionary support and engaging the ring-key, 
a lug carried by the finger-key, an adjacent 
lug carried by the hole-cover, a spring car 
ried by the ring-key and engaging the lug of 
the hole-cover, and an oppositely-operating 
spring carried by the finger-key and having 
its free end projected into the path of move 
ment of the lug of the hole-cover. 

LEWIS M. ELLIS, 
Witnesses: 

NILES K. NiOFFETT, 
WILLIAM T. MURRAY. 
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